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Euro area investors (increasingly) use investment funds

Figure 1: Proportion of investment fund (IF) shares in the
aggregate portfolios of EA sectors
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2020Q1: large retrenchment, also from IF shares

Figure 2: EA portfolio investment flows by sector in 2020Q1
(quarterly flows in % of euro area GDP)
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(b) Investment fund share assets
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Source: ECB and Eurostat.“Domestic” refers to cases where the holder country is the same as the issuer country;
“EA ex dom” refers to cases where the euro area holder country is not the same as the issuer country; “Non-EA”
are all other countries. “MFI” and monetary financial institutions; “IF” are investment funds; “OFI” are other
financial intermediaries; “IC” are insurance companies; “PF” are pension funds; “NFC” are non-financial
corporations; “HH” are households.
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2020Q1: Signs of fragmentation in EA debt markets

Figure 4: Portfolio investment flows by country group
(monthly flows in % of euro area GDP)
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(b) Liabilities
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Source: ECB and Eurostat. Notes: Averages and standard deviations calculated from January 2008 to June 2020.
“Less vulnerable” countries are Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany and the Netherlands; “more
vulnerable” countries are Italy, Greece, Portugal and Spain.
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2020Q1: Country heterogeneity within the EA

Figure 6: Portfolio investment flows of less vulnerable EA countries
in 2020Q1
(quarterly flows in % of euro area GDP)
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(b) Investment fund share assets
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Source: ECB and Eurostat.“Domestic” refers to cases where the holder country is the same as the issuer country;
“EA ex dom” refers to cases where the euro area holder country is not the same as the issuer country; “Non-EA”
are all other countries. “MFI” and monetary financial institutions; “IF” are investment funds; “OFI” are other
financial intermediaries; “IC” are insurance companies; “PF” are pension funds; “NFC” are non-financial
corporations; “HH” are households. “Less vulnerable” countries are Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany
and the Netherlands; “more vulnerable” countries are Italy, Greece, Portugal and Spain.
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2020Q1: Country heterogeneity within the EA

Figure 8: Portfolio investment flows of more vulnerable EA
countries in 2020Q1
(quarterly flows in % of euro area GDP)
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(b) Investment fund share assets
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Source: ECB and Eurostat.“Domestic” refers to cases where the holder country is the same as the issuer country;
“EA ex dom” refers to cases where the euro area holder country is not the same as the issuer country; “Non-EA”
are all other countries. “MFI” and monetary financial institutions; “IF” are investment funds; “OFI” are other
financial intermediaries; “IC” are insurance companies; “PF” are pension funds; “NFC” are non-financial
corporations; “HH” are households. “Less vulnerable” countries are Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany
and the Netherlands; “more vulnerable” countries are Italy, Greece, Portugal and Spain.
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This paper

I Look through investment funds and compute estimates of
indirect exposures – based on Carvalho (2020)

I Literature on bilateral portfolio exposures usually analyses IF
shares and listed shares jointly (portfolio equity)
I Portes et al. (2001), Portes and Rey (2005), Lane (2006),

Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2008), Okawa and Van Wincoop
(2012), Galstyan and Lane (2013)

I Exceptions: Monti and Felettigh (2008) and Della Corte et al.
(2018) look through IF shares holdings of Italian investors

I Heterogenity of exposures warrants analysis at sectoral level
I Galstyan et al (2016), Boermans and Vermeulen (2018)
I Differentiated behaviour in response to returns – Adrian and

Shin (2010, 2013), Timmer (2018), Bergant and Schmitz
(2020)
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Sectoral Security Holdings Statistics

I Security-by-security data
I All securities held by euro area investors

I Investment fund shares (“Looking-through”)
I Debt securities
I Listed shares

I Quarterly frequency
I Holding sectors considered

I Investment funds (“Looking-through”)
I Banks
I Insurance companies
I Pension funds
I Households
I Others: OFIs, NFCs, Government

I Issuer dimensions considered
I Sectors and countries
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Looking through investment funds

I For each euro area country, compute
I the distribution of holdings by investment funds w ic,a,is,c

hc,IF ,t

I includes debt securities, listed shares but also IF shares (funds
of funds)

I Compute the IF shares holdings of each sector hic,IFS,IF ,chc,hs,t

I Holdings of non-EA investment funds not known
I Assume average of LUX and IRL investment funds, more

representative of global investment funds
I w̄ ic,IFS,IF ,c

hc,IF ,t , where hc includes LUX and IRL

I Joining EA and non-EA distributions

ĥic,a,is,chc,hs,t,1 = hic=EA,IFS ,IF ,c
hc,hs,t × w ic,a,is,c

hc,IF ,t + hic 6=EA,IFS ,IF ,c
hc,hs,t × w̄ ic,IFS ,IF ,c

hc,IF ,t
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Looking through investment funds

I Not possible to distribute all IF share holdings of a given
country-sector in a single go due to funds of funds

I Residual R̂ES
ic,IFS ,IF ,c

hc,hs,t,1 =
∑
ic

hic,a,is,chc,hs,t − ĥic,a,is,chc,hs,t,1

I Repeat process until residual is minimal

ĥic,a,is,chc,hs,t,2 = R̂ES
ic=EA,IFS ,IF ,c

hc,hs,t,1 ×w ic,a,is,c
hc,IF ,t +R̂ES

ic 6=EA,IFS ,IF ,c

hc,hs,t,1 ×w̄ ic,IFS ,IF ,c
hc,IF ,t

I Total estimates given by

ĥic,a,is,chc,hs,t = hic,a,is,chc,hs,t + ĥic,a,is,chc,hs,t,1 + ...+ ĥic,a,is,chc,hs,t,5
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Looking through investment funds - assumptions

I Confined to securities, other IF assets excluded (loans and
deposits, non-financial such as real estate)
I Securities account for more than 85% of euro area IF assets

I EA investors have the same preferences across issuing
countries of investment fund shares
I Holder country (residence): e.g. DE residents may hold

different composition of LU IF shares than FR residents
I Holder sector: e.g. banks may hold different IE IF shares than

insurance companies
I Felettigh and Monti (2008): distribution of IE and LU

investment funds approximate well a more detailed estimation,
where investment strategy of individual funds known
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Holdings on the eve of the COVID-19 pandemic – debt

Figure 10: Direct and indirect exposures of euro area investors to
debt securities (EUR bn, 2019-Q4)
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Source: Securities statistics, ECB, SHS and author’s calculations. Notes: “Less vulnerable” countries are Austria,
Belgium, Finland, France, Germany and the Netherlands; “more vulnerable” countries are Italy, Greece, Portugal
and Spain. “Domestic” refers to cases where the holder country is the same as the issuer country; “EA excl.
domestic” refers to cases where the euro area holder country is not the same as the issuer country; “Extra-EA” are
all other countries. “B” are deposit-taking corporations; “IC” are insurance companies; “PF” are pension funds;
“HH” are households. “OS” are other financial intermediaries, general government and non-financial corporations.
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Holdings on the eve of the COVID-19 pandemic – shares

Figure 12: Direct and indirect exposures of euro area investors to
listed shares (EUR bn, 2019-Q4)
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Source: Securities statistics, ECB, SHS and author’s calculations. Notes: “Less vulnerable” countries are Austria,
Belgium, Finland, France, Germany and the Netherlands; “more vulnerable” countries are Italy, Greece, Portugal
and Spain. “Domestic” refers to cases where the holder country is the same as the issuer country; “EA excl.
domestic” refers to cases where the euro area holder country is not the same as the issuer country; “Extra-EA” are
all other countries. “B” are deposit-taking corporations; “IC” are insurance companies; “PF” are pension funds;
“HH” are households. “OS” are other financial intermediaries, general government and non-financial corporations.
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Empirical approach - rebalancing amid COVID-19 shock

∆ln(hic,a,ishc,hs ) = ln(hic,a,ishc,hs ) + α1
hc + α2

ic,is + β1γhc,ic + β2ηhi + εhi ,t

I ∆ln(hic,a,ishc,hs ): change in exposure from 2019Q4 to 2020Q1
I Direct, indirect and total

I ln(hic,a,ishc,hs ): outstanding exposure at end-2019

I Gravity variables γhc,ic : (log) bilateral distance and imports,
dummies for shared language

I Dummies ηhi : exposures vis-à-vis
I Issuer sector: sovereign, banks and NFCs
I Issuer country: domestic, EA less and more vulnerable

countries and non-EA countries

I Fixed effects: holder country (α1
hc), issuer country/sector

(α2
ic,is) – remove common trends and valuation effects

(Galstyan and Lane, 2013)
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Key results - sovereign debt

Table 1: Less vulnerable EA countries - sovereign debt securities

Banks direct Banks indirect Banks total IC direct IC indirect IC total
Domestic -0.01 0.54*** 0.33 0.31 0.59*** 0.56***

(0.50) (0.14) (0.27) (0.31) (0.11) (0.12)
EA less vul. 0.36 0.20* -0.03 0.03 0.30*** 0.32***

(0.33) (0.11) (0.21) (0.13) (0.09) (0.11)
EA more vul. 0.87** 0.22* 0.48 0.19 0.32*** 0.37***

(0.38) (0.13) (0.30) (0.12) (0.08) (0.10)
Non-EA 0.24 -0.46*** -0.46*** -0.35 -0.22*** -0.23***

(0.51) (0.02) (0.15) (0.25) (0.07) (0.07)
Observations 705 762 1,063 966 1,651 1,773
R-squared 0.41 0.88 0.48 0.47 0.83 0.82

PF direct PF indirect PF total HH direct HH indirect HH total
Domestic 0.27 0.67*** 0.51** 0.70*** 0.65*** 0.47***

(0.23) (0.14) (0.22) (0.21) (0.15) (0.15)
EA less vul. -0.32 0.18* 0.21 0.35* 0.32*** 0.38***

(0.21) (0.10) (0.18) (0.21) (0.12) (0.11)
EA more vul. -0.08 0.18** 0.29** 0.35 0.38*** 0.42***

(0.17) (0.08) (0.15) (0.23) (0.11) (0.10)
Non-EA -0.53*** -0.35*** -0.30*** -0.36*** -0.19** 0.06

(0.06) (0.06) (0.10) (0.08) (0.07) (0.06)
Observations 524 1,149 1,266 544 1,504 1,659
R-squared 0.68 0.89 0.87 0.65 0.89 0.87
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Robust standard errors in parentheses, clus-
tered at holder and issuer country-sector level.
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Key results - sovereign debt

Table 2: More vulnerable EA countries - sovereign debt securities

Banks direct Banks indirect Banks total IC direct IC indirect IC total
Domestic 0.53 0.53*** 0.39* 0.24 0.67*** 0.60***

(0.50) (0.17) (0.22) (0.29) (0.19) (0.14)
EA less vul. -0.03 -0.05 0.01 0.42*** 0.12 0.21**

(0.20) (0.10) (0.13) (0.11) (0.07) (0.09)
EA more vul. 0.17 0.09 0.16 0.31*** 0.10 0.11

(0.23) (0.12) (0.18) (0.12) (0.14) (0.10)
Non-EA -0.48 -0.46*** -0.39*** 0.17* -0.43*** -0.45***

(0.43) (0.12) (0.14) (0.09) (0.04) (0.04)
Observations 413 428 629 519 800 927
R-squared 0.62 0.87 0.57 0.67 0.97 0.82

PF direct PF indirect PF total HH direct HH indirect HH total
Domestic 0.32 0.77*** 0.75*** 0.69* 0.71*** 0.73***

(0.40) (0.11) (0.20) (0.36) (0.17) (0.14)
EA less vul. 0.01 0.14*** 0.05 0.23 0.06 0.38***

(0.22) (0.03) (0.14) (0.27) (0.06) (0.14)
EA more vul. 0.21 0.16** 0.20 0.11 0.06 0.28*

(0.24) (0.07) (0.14) (0.17) (0.11) (0.15)
Non-EA -0.16 -0.44*** -0.53*** -0.44* -0.51*** -0.34***

(0.16) (0.05) (0.09) (0.23) (0.02) (0.10)
Observations 388 625 768 359 971 1,081
R-squared 0.63 0.98 0.91 0.62 0.95 0.94
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Robust standard errors in parentheses, clus-
tered at holder and issuer country-sector level.
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Key results - NFC listed shares

Table 3: Less vulnerable EA countries - NFC listed shares

Banks direct Banks indirect Banks total IC direct IC indirect IC total
Domestic 0.67 0.24 0.68 1.15*** -0.21 -0.31***

(1.56) (0.21) (0.43) (0.29) (0.14) (0.12)
EA less vul. 1.30 0.55*** 1.09*** -0.22 0.73*** 0.69***

(0.98) (0.19) (0.36) (0.22) (0.08) (0.07)
EA more vul. 1.16* 0.79*** 1.04*** -0.51 0.73*** 0.71***

(0.68) (0.14) (0.27) (0.34) (0.07) (0.06)
Non-EA 0.89 0.37** 0.86*** -1.63*** 1.03*** 1.05***

(0.66) (0.15) (0.20) (0.31) (0.04) (0.04)
Observations 218 362 463 236 851 936
R-squared 0.62 0.87 0.51 0.59 0.88 0.87

PF direct PF indirect PF total HH direct HH indirect HH total
Domestic 1.04 -0.12 -0.14 0.15 -0.23 -0.26**

(0.83) (0.14) (0.19) (0.15) (0.16) (0.10)
EA less vul. 1.27* 0.75*** 0.69*** -0.14 0.70*** 0.63***

(0.73) (0.08) (0.07) (0.10) (0.08) (0.05)
EA more vul. 0.79** 0.73*** 0.71*** -0.96 0.67*** 0.46***

(0.33) (0.08) (0.08) (0.73) (0.07) (0.17)
Non-EA 0.55* 1.03*** 0.92*** -0.15** 0.95*** 0.98***

(0.32) (0.05) (0.15) (0.07) (0.06) (0.05)
Observations 208 577 655 417 780 896
R-squared 0.87 0.95 0.94 0.47 0.94 0.85
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Robust standard errors in parentheses, clus-
tered at holder and issuer country-sector level.
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Key results - NFC listed shares

Table 4: More vulnerable EA countries - NFC listed shares

Banks direct Banks indirect Banks total IC direct IC indirect IC total
Domestic 1.61 -0.24 -0.51 0.13 0.04 -0.38**

(5.75) (0.25) (0.54) (1.06) (0.09) (0.16)
EA less vul. 0.98 0.15* 0.22 0.10 0.68*** 0.68***

(1.36) (0.08) (0.50) (0.36) (0.09) (0.09)
EA more vul. 0.52 -0.14 -0.49 0.04 0.64*** 0.61***

(1.75) (0.13) (0.80) (0.66) (0.06) (0.07)
Non-EA 0.04 -0.39*** -0.56 0.32 0.37*** 0.63***

(0.39) (0.07) (0.76) (0.89) (0.06) (0.06)
Observations 93 191 284 109 401 477
R-squared 0.81 0.93 0.67 0.70 0.98 0.96

PF direct PF indirect PF total HH direct HH indirect HH total
Domestic 0.95** 0.19* 0.02 -0.29 0.18* -0.21

(0.44) (0.11) (0.15) (0.32) (0.11) (0.29)
EA less vul 0.36* 0.28*** 0.60*** 0.85* 0.80*** 0.51***

(0.20) (0.02) (0.11) (0.47) (0.08) (0.12)
EA more vul. 0.32 0.28*** 0.48*** 0.65 0.72*** 0.57***

(0.32) (0.09) (0.14) (0.48) (0.06) (0.08)
Non-EA -0.61** -0.02 0.33*** 1.01* 0.48*** 0.60***

(0.29) (0.03) (0.06) (0.52) (0.04) (0.06)
Observations 166 311 393 186 495 568
R-squared 0.77 0.99 0.95 0.70 0.99 0.97
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Robust standard errors in parentheses, clus-
tered at holder and issuer country-sector level.
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Conclusion

I Important role of indirect exposures (i.e. via investment
funds), especially in the case of insurance companies, pension
funds and households
I Looking-through crucial, in particular in presence of large

shocks

I Sovereign debt: broad-based rebalancing towards domestic
sovereigns at the expense of extra-EA sovereigns
I Investors of less vulnerable countries (but not of more

vulnerable) increase exposure to sovereign debt of more
vulnerable

I NFC listed shares: broad-based rebalancing away from
domestic towards extra-EA securities

I Heterogeneous patterns across
I Asset classes and sectors
I EA less and more vulnerable countries

I In the pipeline: extension to 2020Q2 “rebound” period
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